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Start of Request for Information 

Please accept my apologies for the delay in responding 

Please accept this request for information held by the authority in relation to personal searches 
of the authority's local land charges register

Please supply me with the number of personal searches carried out so far this year in each 
month beginning with January 2011 and the names of the organisations that carried out the 
searches.

Please will you also supply the number of 'official' searches carried out in the same period by 
the local authority. 

 
Please find attached spreadsheet with figures of personal searches carried out since January 
2011, names of the companies have been removed as they are exempt under 2 Sections of the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000, they are as follows:

 
Notice of Refusal 

S42 of the Freedom of Information Act ('the Act'), information is exempt information if it is 
information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in 
legal proceedings.  Legal professional privilege protects communications between a 
professional legal advisor and a client from being disclosed.  The information you have 
requested is a response drafted by a professional legal advisor for the purpose of litigation.  We 
therefore consider the information you have requested to be exempt information by virtue of the 
provisions of the Act.  
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		2011 - Numbers of Personal and Official Searches for Local Land Charges Register for FOI request 11/494

				Total		Agent Breakdown

						Personal Search Company

		January

		Personal Search		20				2		1						2						9		4		1						1

		Official LLC1 Search		104

		February

		Personal Search		27				2		6				1		1						7		7		2						1

		Official LLC1 Search		104

		March

		Personal Search		29				6		1						2				1		9		5		1				1		3		1

		Official LLC1 Search		139

		April

		Personal Search		38				6		2								1				17		8		3				1

		Official LLC1 Search		168

		May

		Personal Search		30		1		5						1		2						6		10		5								1

		Official LLC1 Search		127

		June

		Personal Search		36				6				6				1		1				9		5		5				2		1

		Official LLC1 Search		132

		July

		Personal Search		32				4				3				3				1		11		6		2				1		1		1

		Official LLC1 Search		126

		August

		Personal Search		31				4								1		2		1		5		10		3				3		2

		Official LLC1 Search		139

		September

		Personal Search		41				3				1				1						17		8		5				1		5

		Official LLC1 Search		113

		October

		Personal Search		31				2														13		4		10				1		1

		Official LLC1 Search		133

		November

		Personal Search		45				8								1						14		10		8		3		1

		Official LLC1 Search		112

		December

		Personal Search		22				2								2						12		1		2				2		1

		Official LLC1 Search		105

		Agent TOTALS		1884		1		50		10		10		2		16		4		3		129		78		47		3		13		16		3
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The exemption afforded by S42 is subject to what is known as the ‘public interest test’.  When 
applying the test in a particular case a public authority is deciding whether the public interest is 
better served by non-disclosure than by disclosure.  

Although the Freedom of Information Act does not define ‘in the public interest’, there is a 
presumption under Freedom of Information that openness is in the public interest.   In applying 
the public interest test a public authority will take into account the distinction that has been 
often made by courts between things that are in the public interest, and things that merely 
interest the public.  Where applicants have not identified public interest considerations 
succinctly or accurately, the public authority has a responsibility under the Act to make their 
own assessment of the public interest considerations in the particular case.

We have identified the following public interest factors that 
may be seen as encouraging the disclosure of information:

a)      furtherance of understanding and participation in the public 
debate of issues of the day

b)      promotion of accountability and transparency by public 
authorities in the decision they make and the spending of public 
money

We consider these factors to be of limited or no relevance in 
relation to the information in question.

Public interest factors seen as encouraging non-disclosure 
are, generally, the exemptions themselves.   In consideration 
of this matter we came to the following conclusions:

a)      that there is no evidence of a wider public (rather than 
individual) interest in disclosure 

      b)   as litigation is progressing through the court system the 
disclosure of the Council's response to the claim form would 
compromise the Council's position

In weighing the factors for and against disclosure we have 
concluded that the likely benefit to the applicant and the 
wider public of disclosure is outweighed by the likely prejudice 
caused by such disclosure and that therefore the public 
interest is better served by non-disclosure.  



For the reasons given above we will not be communicating to 
you the information you have requested. 

Notice of Refusal 

S43 of the Freedom of Information Act ('the Act'), information is exempt information if it is 
information in respect of which could be Commercially Sensitive Information 

The exemption afforded by S43 is subject to what is known as the ‘public interest test’.  When 
applying the test in a particular case a public authority is deciding whether the public interest is 
better served by non-disclosure than by disclosure.  

Although the Freedom of Information Act does not define ‘in the public interest’, there is a 
presumption under Freedom of Information that openness is in the public interest.   In applying 
the public interest test a public authority will take into account the distinction that has been 
often made by courts between things that are in the public interest, and things that merely 
interest the public.  Where applicants have not identified public interest considerations 
succinctly or accurately, the public authority has a responsibility under the Act to make their 
own assessment of the public interest considerations in the particular case.

We have identified the following public interest factors that 
may be seen as encouraging the disclosure of information:

a)      protection of the public

b)      preventing fraud and corruption

We consider these factors to be of limited or no relevance in 
relation to the information in question.

Public interest factors seen as encouraging non-disclosure 
are, generally, the exemptions themselves.   In consideration 
of this matter we came to the following conclusions:

a)      ensuring that companies are able to compete for business 
fairly

      b)   damage to reputation

      c)   conflict with the litigation process

 



In weighing the factors for and against disclosure we have 
concluded that the likely benefit to the applicant and the 
wider public of disclosure is outweighed by the likely prejudice 
caused by such disclosure and that therefore the public 
interest is better served by non-disclosure.  

For the reasons given above we will not be communicating to you the information you have 
requested. 

 
End of Request for Information 
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